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Abstract 
Let G be a simple graph, L(U) a list of allowed colors assigned to each vertex c of G, and 
I/ an arbitrary subset of the vertex set. The graph G is called k-choosable if, for any list 
assignment with IL(o)1 = k for all c E V, it is possible to color all vertices with colors from their 
lists in a proper way (i.e., no monochromatic edge occurs). We say that G is U-reducible if, 
for every list assignment of G where all lists have the same number of elements, we can color 
the vertices of U with colors from their lists such that for every vertex D 6 I/ at most one color 
of L(c) appears in the coloring of those neighbors of 2’ which belong to U. 
The concept of reducibility is closely related to list colorings and choosability. The main result 
of this paper states that a bipartite graph G is U-reducible for every set U if and only if G is 
2-choosable. 
Keywords: Graph; Vertex coloring; Choosability; List coloring 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a graph with vertex set V and edge set E, and L(c) a list of allowed colors 
assigned to each vertex v E V. The graph G is called L-list-colorable if there exists 
a coloring c(c) of the vertices of G such that c(v) E L(v) for all v E V and c(u) # c(c) 
for all edges uv E E. Thus, list coloring is a restricted type of an ordinary vertex 
coloring of a graph. 
A k-assignment is a list assignment with all lists having the same number k of 
elements, IL(c)1 = k for all v E V. If G is L-list-colorable for every k-assignment, then 
G is called k-choosable. More generally, we say G is (a,b)-choosable if for any 
a-assignment there can be chosen subsets C(r) C L(v) with IC(v)l = b such that 
C(U) and C(P) are disjoint for all pairs of adjacent vertices u and v. 
The concepts of list colorings and choosability were introduced in the 1970s by 
Vizing [4] and independently by Erdiis et al. [l]. For new results on (a,b)-choosability 
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and further references, see [2, 3, 51. Next, we introduce a new concept which has a 
close connection with the problem of (a,b)-choosability. 
Let U be any set of vertices in the graph G. Roughly speaking, we try to find color 
sets C(U) CL(u) for the vertices of U such that we use as few colors as possible from 
the list of each neighbor of U. Let us denote by I(w) the number of elements of the 
reduced list of a vertex w $! U after the deletion of all colors which belong to the color 
sets chosen for the neighbors of w, 
Definition. The graph G is called (U, k, t )-reducible if for every k-assignment we can 
find C(U) CL(u) with IC(u)] = t for all u E U and C(U) n C(u’) = 0 for every pair of 
adjacent vertices u, U’ E U, such that I(w) > k - t for all w @ U. 
If t = 1, the color chosen for u will be denoted by c(a). 
Note that the smallest possible value of the parameters, k = t = 1, is an equivalent 
description of independent sets, i.e. a set U is independent if and only if the graph 
in question is (U, 1, I)-reducible. More generally, the (U, k, t)-reducibility with k < 2t 
always implies (by identical lists) that U is independent, but not vice versa. For k 3 2t, 
U may or may not be independent, as we shall see later. 
The following lemma shows that in the case where U is independent, the (U, k, l)- 
reducibility is of special interest. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph and U an independent subset of the vertex set of G 
such that G is (U, k, 1 )-reducible for all k 3 1. Then G is (U, k, t)-reducible for cl11 
t 3 1 and all k 3 t. 
Proof. Let k be chosen arbitrarily. By assumption, G is (U, k, 1 )-reducible. We show 
that G is (U, k, t)-reducible (t < k) provided that G is (U, k, t - I)-reducible. First we 
can choose t - 1 colors for every vertex of U such that l(w) > k - (t - 1) for all 
w @ U. We delete the chosen colors from the lists of the vertices of U. If there are 
vertices w @ U such that l(w) > k - (t - 1) then we delete additional arbitrary colors 
from their lists. Now we can choose one more color for every vertex of U from the 
reduced lists because G is (U, k - (t - I), 1)-reducible by assumption. Choosing these 
colors we have to delete at most one further color from every list. Thus, we have 
found t colors for every vertex of U such that every vertex which is not in U has at 
least k - t elements in its reduced list. 0 
More generally, the concept of reducibility can be a useful tool for investigating 
choosability because it allows us to verify the latter by decomposing a graph into 
smaller parts. Indeed, if a graph G is (U, a, b)-reducible and the subgraph G - U 
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obtained by the deletion of U is (a - b, b)-choosable, then the entire graph G is 
(a, b)-choosable. Some applications of this type will be presented in the last section. 
In the sequel, we use also the expression U-reducible as a shorthand for “(U, k. l)- 
reducible for all k > 1 “. The above lemma implies that every U-reducible graph is 
(U, k, t)-reducible for all t 3 1 and all k 3 t, provided that U is independent. 
The main result of the paper is 
Theorem 2. A bipartite gruph G is U-reducible ji~r rcrry (maximal) independent 
wrtt>.x set U & V i’and only f G is 2-choosablr. 
We should note here that the U-reducibility for all independent sets iJ does not 
imply that the graph in question is bipartite. The complete graphs and the odd cycles 
are trivial counterexamples, and the same property holds (less obviously) for the com- 
plete 3-partite graph K~,JJ. (On the other hand, the graph K2.2,~ is not U-reducible 
for /U/j = 2: if U induces an edge, then the requirement is not satisfied for identi- 
cal lists, while if U is independent, a “bad” list assignment is to take the six lists 
(1,2),(3,4),( 1,3),(2,4),(1,4),(2,3) in such a way that the lists of any two non- 
adjacent vertices are disjoint.) 
The 2-choosability and also the (2m,m)-choosability of G for an arbitrary m > 1 
follows immediately from the reducibility of any bipartite G, by taking one of the 
two partite classes for U. Thus, to prove Theorem 2, we shall have to show that 
every 2-choosable graph G is U-reducible for every independent vertex set U 2 V(G). 
From this result we shall deduce a slightly stronger assertion, omitting the condition 
of independence: 
Theorem 3. Jf’ G is 2-choosable, then it is U-reducible jtir every UC V. 
These results will be proved in the next three sections. First we present a coloring 
method with special properties which we will apply very often later. In Section 3 we 
recall the characterization of 2-choosable graphs, due to ErdGs et al. [l], which we will 
use in the proof of the main result. For this purpose we introduce the class of O-graphs 
and the concept of the core of G. In the same section we show that it is sufficient 
to consider the core of G when proving results on reducibility, and also deduce 
Theorem 3 from Theorem 2. Finally, Theorems 7 and 8 of Section 4 confirm the 
assertion for the two essential classes of 2-choosable graphs. Section 5 presents a non- 
trivial example illustrating how the main theorem can be applied, proving that the 
Petersen graph and the complete bipartite graphs K3.4 and K3.5 are (3m,m)-choosable 
for all m 3 1. 
2. Color step 
In this short section we describe a method to construct colorings; it will be used 
very often below at important parts of the proofs. 
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Assume that there is a path ui ~2~3 with IL(Q)/ = k for i = 1,2,3 and c’i is already 
colored by c(ui ). In the sequel we determine not only the color c(u3) but also the 
color d(v2) which we have to delete from L( 02). For the proof of Theorem 8 below 
it will be important to choose d(t’2) in such a way that d(t’2) $!L(vI)\{c(vI)} and 
d(~z)@&)\{c(u& W e c h oose the colors c(u3) and d(u2) as follows. 
Color Step (CS) 
Case 1: CAL. If c(zII)&(+) then we define c(D~)=~(~J~)=c(uI). Other- 
wise there exists a color f~L(z~)\L(uz) because lL(u2)j = lL(t~)l. Choose c(~)=f 
and d(uz) = C(Q). 
Case 2: CAL. Now, there exists a color f EL(o~)\L(uI). 
1. f EL(+). Choose cud= f. 
2. f @L(I_I~). Choose d(u2)= f. If CAL then let c(u~)=c(D~); otherwise 
choose a color cog EL(uJ)\L(u~). (Such a g always exists.) 
It is not difficult to check that in every case the chosen colors satisfy the properties 
presented in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let a path v1v2u3 und u list ussignment with IL(q)I = k for 1 < i < 3 be 
given. Let 01 be colored by c(v1). Choose colors C(Q) and d(v2) applying the color 
step (CS). Then 
1. IL(~z)\{c(z~,),c(~~),~(~z)}I =k - 1. 
2. 402) @MUI )\{c(,I )>) u (L(~~)\{c(u~)>). 
3. Core, choosahility, reducibility 
Let us begin this section by showing how the stronger assertion of Theorem 3 can 
be deduced from Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let Ui and U2 be the two vertex classes of the (bipartite) 
2-choosable graph G, and U an arbitrary subset of the vertex set. We have to prove 
the (U, k, 1)-reducibility of G for every k > 2. In the sequel, every vertex v has a list 
of k allowed colors. 
Assuming the validity of Theorem 2, G is Ui-reducible as well as &-reducible. 
First, choose a color c(v) for all vertices of UI. We have to delete at most 1 color 
d(u) from the lists of the vertices of U2. If there are vertices v E Uz such that no color 
of L(u) is chosen to color the neighbors of u, then delete an arbitrary color d(v) from 
the list of every such vertex v. Determine the new lists by L’(v) = L(v)\{c(u)} for all 
c in UI and L’(v)=L(c)\{d(ti)} f or all 2’ in U2. The new lists have k - 1 elements. 
Next, we can choose a color c(r) for all vertices of Uz because G is (05, k - l,l)- 
reducible. Analogous to the first step, we have to delete at most 1 color d(u) from 
the lists of the vertices of 1/l. The new lists L”(u) = L’(u)\{c(v)} for all 2j in Uz and 
L”(V)=L’(v)\{d(u)} f or all u in U1 contain at least k - 2 elements. 
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a2 = v4 
Choose the colors c(u) determined above for all vertices in U. It follows that 
3 IL”(v)u {c(v>}l 3 k - 1 
for all vertices v not belonging to I/. 0 
By the above argument, from now on we may restrict our attention to the case where 
the set U is independent. 
Our proof for the essential part of Theorem 2 will apply the structural characterization 
of 2-choosable graphs due to Erdos et al. [l]. To formulate this lemma, define the core 
of’ G to be the subset of the vertex set of G obtained by successively removing the 
vertices of degree 1 until there is no such vertex. Furthermore, we need to introduce 
the following class of graphs: A graph G is called a 02.2.2p-graph if it consists of 
three internally disjoint paths joining two degree-3 vertices al and a2, with respective 
lengths 2,2,2p. (The length of a path is the number of its edges.) Fig. 1 shows the 
02,2.4-graph to illustrate this definition. 
Now we can formulate the well-known characterization of 2-choosable graphs. 
Lemma 5 (Erdiis et al. [ 11). A connected gruph G is 2-choosable if und only $ the 
cow qf’ G belongs to {K,, C,,., 02,~~~ / Y 3 2, p 3 1). 
For investigation of the U-reducibility of a graph G and an independent subset U 
of the vertex set, it will be sufficient to consider the core of G. 
Lemma 6. A graph G is U-reducible for un independent subset U of’ the vertes set 
$ and only ij’ its core K is (U n K )-reducible. 
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious. The opposite implication is also trivial if U 
is a subset of the core. Otherwise consider an arbitrary k-assignment and, assuming 
that K is (U n K)-reducible, take a coloring of U f~ K that satisfies the requirements 
in K. Note that each v @ K has at most one neighbor in K, therefore the condition on 
reducibility is not violated so far (in the entire G either) by the partial coloring. Now 
we add successively the vertices of degree 1 which we removed to construct the core 
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(in the reverse order). When adding a vertex u of U, we have to consider the unique 
recent neighbor of u, say w. 
If there is a color f which is already deleted from L(w), then we can choose a color 
for u by the same idea used in the color step (CS). (Imagine there is a path xwu and 
x is colored by f.) Otherwise color u by an arbitrary color of its list. 0 
4. Proof of the main result 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2. The observations in the pre- 
vious section yield that it suffices to prove the following assertion: The core of every 
2-choosable graph is U-reducible for every independent set U. Hence, we need to 
consider the three types of graphs listed in Lemma 5. 
Trivially, the single vertex Ki is U-reducible. Thus, in the sequel we have to deal 
with independent sets of even cycles and O-graphs. These two cases will be considered 
separately in the next two theorems, with the help of the Color Step described in 
Section 2. 
Theorem 7. Every even cycle Czr is U-reducible for every maximal independent ver- 
tex set U. 
Proof. Denote the vertices of Cz,. clockwise by vi,. . . , ~2~ and define UI := {q, v3, 
~5,. . , r,zr_ I}. It is sufficient to show the (U, k, 1)-reducibility for every k and for one of 
the two maximum independent vertex sets, say U = U,, for otherwise the edges incident 
to U form a linear forest, for which the reducibility follows trivially by Lemma 6. 
Every vertex u has a list L(v) of k allowed colors. If there is a color f E L(u) for 
all L’ E UI then choose ,f for every vertex of U,. Clearly, we have to delete at most 
one color from all other lists. 
If we do not have such a color, then there are two consecutive vertices vi and rj+i 
such that L(uj) #L(v,+~ ). 
Assume first Uj+i E UI Choose a color g $L( Uj) for rj+i and continue to color 
clockwise by applying the color step (CS) until all vertices of U1 are colored. In this 
way every vertex which is not in UI keeps at least k - 1 elements in its list not used 
for the coloring of its neighbors. 
On the other hand, if Uj E UI then start with a color g $L(Vj+i ) for V,j and work 
counterclockwise in the same way. 0 
Theorem 8. Every 02,2,2p-graph is U-reducible for every maximal independent vertex 
set UC V(@2,2,2p). 
Proof. Denote the vertices al,a2, bl, b2 as shown in Fig. 1, and the vertices of the 
2p-path by VQ =al,vl,v2,. ..,v+, =a2. Let A I,A~,B~,B~ be the lists of al,a2,bl,b2, 
respectively. Again, it is sufficient to show the (U, k, 1 )-reducibility for the two vertex 
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classes of O~,J,~~, for all k = IL(c)], since any other fJ generates a subgraph whose 
core is either trivial or an even cycle. Furthermore, we can assume that Bt # Bl be- 
cause otherwise we would obtain the even cycle Cz,,+l by identifying the vertices hl 
and !I?. Thus, we have ~BI n BzI <k. 
C’use 1: U = {vii 1 i = 0,. , p}. If there is a color ,f with ,f E L(rj) for all .j = 0, 
2,. ,2p then we color all vertices of U by the same color ,I‘. Next, consider the case 
where there exists a color ,f’ E A,\(Bi U Bz) (.f‘ E AI\(BI U Bz), respectively). Choose 
the color J’ for ~0 = aI (Q, = aI) and continue clockwise (counterclockwise) by using 
the color step (CS) successively. Obviously, we can complete the coloring of U in the 
required way. 
Now, we can assume that (Al U A2) 2 (BI U B2). 
CUSP I .l. A 1 n A2 # 0: Choose an arbitrary f E Al (1 A: to color ~‘0 = at. Let ,j be the 
smallest even index such that ,f’ E L( l’j) and ,f $ L( ~i+ 1). Color the vertices ~2, ~‘4,. . Cj 
by the color f‘ applying the color step (CS). 
If ,f $ L(v, +l ), choose c(cz,,) = ,f and continue the coloring of ~-2, ~-4,. . . , ~?/+2 
counterclockwise using the color step (CS). This completes the required coloring 
of u. 
Now, we have f l L(t:~+l). Thus, there exists a color y l L(~~+z)\L(ti,+t ). Choose 
(.( r, +2) = Q and color the remaining vertices Vi+:.. . .2’~ working clockwise applying 
the color step (CS). Denote the color c(Q,,) by h. 
In the best case h = .f we are done. Also, if h E Al, we can modify the coloring 
as follows. Forget the colors of ~‘0.~2,. . . , r., and choose new colors with ~(60) = h 
and work clockwise using the color step (CS) until arrival at vertex ~j. The obtained 
coloring of U has the required properties. 
Now, assume that h $Z Al. 
Cusr 1 .l. 1. h $ B1 I- B2: Let h be in BI. Thus there exists a color q with q E Al and 
4 +Z BI. If ,f is such a color then we are done. Otherwise, the vertices L’o,Q,. , c, get a 
new color starting with c(z’o) = q and working clockwise in the usual way. We obtain 
the required coloring of U. 
C’usr 1.1.2. h E B, n B?: This is, in some sense, the worst case; we have to perform 
some additional steps. We delete all used colors from all corresponding lists except BI 
and B2, that means L’(V,)=L(ti;)\{C(Ci)} f or all t’, E U and L’(ui)=L(ci)\{c(v,_~), 
c(~.,+t),d(t’~)} for all i~{l,3,5,....2p- l}. Furthermore, put B:=B;\{h} for i= 1.2. 
The algorithm of the color step ensures that all new lists have the same number 
of elements. Furthermore, we did not delete a color q from a list of a vertex Vi 
with i~{1,3.5 ,..., 2p - 1) which is still contained in L’(o;_ 1 ) or L’(tl,+, ). The same 
consideration is valid for bt and h2 concerning al = CO and a2 = Q,,. 
Start again the algorithm with the new lists. Since lB1 n B?l < k, Case 1.1.2 can occur 
at most k ~ 1 times. Thus, at latest in the kth step we arrive at a case different from 
1 .I .2 to choose the colors needed for U. Notice that the colors which are chosen at 
this step for the vertices of U, have not been deleted during a former step from the 
lists of the corresponding neighbors. Thus, this coloring is a solution for the original 
list assignment problem, too. 
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Case 1.2. Ai nA2 = 0: It follows immediately A, UA2 = B, U B2 and B, n B2 = 8. 
Choose an arbitrary f EA, to color ug =a]. Assume, without loss of generality, that 
.f E B,. Let j be the smallest even index such that f EL(L’~) and f @L(rj+~). Color 
the vertices ~2, ~4,. . . , C,j by the color f, applying the color step (CS). If f @‘L(z;i+i )
then choose g E A2 and g #B, to color vzP = ~2. Complete the coloring of U choosing 
colors for 02 P _, . . . , Dj!i+2 working counterclockwise in the usual way. -7 
If f ~L(vj+i), choose a color h E L(tij+2)\L(rj+i) and continue the coloring clock- 
wise using the color step (CS). Denote the color of C’Q by g. If g 6 B,, we are done. 
Otherwise we keep the colors of rj+l,. . . , v+ and determine new colors for the vertices 
z’(), V2,. . . , t_j: Choose a color 4 E Ai and q @ B, (such a q exists as A2 n B, =@), put 
C(Q) = q and complete the required coloring of U in the usual way working clockwise. 
Case 2: U={u2;__1 Ii= l,..., p} U {bl , ~52). First assume there exists a color .f E 
(B, UBz)\(A, UA2). Say, ,f E B,. Choose c(bl)= f and delete vertex bi from the 
graph. Color the remaining even cycle analogous to Theorem 7. 
Now assume that there exists a color ,f E B, n B2\A2 (f E B, F? Bz\A,). Start the 
coloring with c(b, ) = c(b2) = f and continue clockwise (counterclockwise) by using 
the color step (CS) successively. 
If these simple strategies do not apply, we have to consider the remaining case 
with (B, U B2) G (A, U AZ) and (B, n B2) C (A, n A2). Denote (A, n A21 by s. It follows 
immediately that lB, n B2 1 < s. In fact, IB, n B2 I = s holds, because IB, n B2 1 < s would 
imply IB, UB21 >2k-s=IA, uA~), a contradiction. 
Thus,wehaveA,nA2=B,nB2andA,UA2=B,UB2.LetusdenoteD=A,nA2= 
B, n B2. As B, # Bz, JDI < k holds, and A, # A2 follows. Therefore, we can find vertices 
rj-i and Vj with 1 <j 6 2p such that L(Vj_i)#L(rj). 
Assume, without loss of generality, that Pj is an element of U (otherwise we have to 
work in the reverse direction). There is a color f l L(cj)\L(rj_i). Choose c(q,)= f 
and continue the coloring clockwise, applying the color step (CS) successively until 
Q- I is colored. Let C(ZJ+ 1) = h. We consider the following cases. 
Case 2.1. h E AZ: If h E B, n B2, then choose c(bi ) = c(b2) = h and continue by ap- 
plying the color step (CS) until rj_2 is colored. 
Otherwise, without loss of generality, let h be an element of B, and h 6 B2. It follows 
that h $ D and therefore h @A,. Furthermore, there exists a color g E B2 and g $ AZ. 
Choose c(bl) = h,c(h2) =g, and complete the coloring by (CS), viewing b2 as the 
predecessor of a,. 
Case 2.2. h $ AZ: Choose an arbitrary new color h’ E A2 which temporarily plays the 
role of C(CZ~- I), and continue in the same way as in Case 2.1. 0 
5. Applications 
Theorems 2 and 3 not only imply that every 2-choosable graph is (2m,m)-choosable, 
but also can be applied to prove further results on (a,b)-choosability. In this section 
we present some examples illustrating this idea. 
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Fig. 2. Petersen graph. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a simple graph and U C V any uertex subset, k 3 2 and m 3 1 
nutural numbers. Denote by N := {w 1 w E V\U, 3u E U with uw E E} the set of’neiyh- 
bors of’ Ii. [f the subgraph Cl induced by V\U is ((k - l)m,m)-choosable and the 
yruph G2 jbrmed by the edges incident to U is 2-choosable, then G is (km,m)- 
choosable. 
Proof. Consider any (km)-asignment of G. By Theorem 3, GZ is U-reducible. Thus, 
it is possible to choose m colors for every vertex of U such that we have to delete at 
most m colors from the list of each vertex not in U. Every list of V\U has still at 
least (k - 1)m colors, therefore it is possible to choose m colors in the required way 
because Gt is supposed to be ((k - 1 )m,m)-choosable. 0 
Unfortunately, the converse of Theorem 9 is not true: if U is a maximal subset 
of the vertex set of G such that the subgraph G2 formed by the edges incident to 
U is 2-choosable and G is k-choosable, then it does not follow that G, is (k - l)- 
choosable. To see this, consider the complete bipartite graphs, for example let G be 
the 3-choosable graph K4.4. It is not possible to find an U such that both GI and Cl 
are 2-choosable. 
Nevertheless, Theorem 9 is a tool to prove further results. Erdiis et al. [l] asked 
whether from the (a, b)-choosability of a graph the (am, bm)-choosability follows for 
all m > 1. So far we have some partial results (see [2]) but not a complete answer. Let 
us finish the paper with further small results concerning this problem, demonstrating 
the applicability of Theorem 9. 
Proposition 10. The Petersen gruph is (3m, m)-choosuble jbr all m 2 1 
Proof. Let CJ = (05, cg, VT} (see Fig. 2). The core of the subgraph formed by the edges 
incident to U is C6, and consequently it is 2-choosable; and the subgraph induced 
by V\U is a tree, therefore it is (2m, m)-choosable for every m. The application of 
Theorem 9 completes the proof. C 
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Proposition 11. The complete bipartite graphs K 3.4 and K3,5 are (3m,m)-choosable 
,for all m 2 1. 
Proof. Let U be a 2-element subset of the 4-element independent set of K3,4. Then 
Gt = GZ = KZ,J is (2m, m)-choosable for all m 3 1. 
Analogously, considering K3,5, let U := {VI. ~‘2, us}, where {rt,02} is a subset of the 
Selement vertex class and ~3 belongs to the other class. The subgraph G1 =K~,J is 
obviously (2m,m)-choosable. On the other hand, G2 is 2-choosable because its core is 
also the K2.3. 
The application of Theorem 9 completes the proof. 0 
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